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The firearms industry standard is back with the all new 38th Edition Blue Book of Gun Values! This

edition has been updated with current market trends, values, and 2017 makes and models. With

2,512 pages covering 1,500+ manufacturers, nearly 30,000 gun model descriptions, and over

180,000 prices, this book contains more information, values, and history than any other guide on the

market, by far! This edition features a more detailed Price Percentage Grading System (PPGS), and

an expanded serialization section, allowing more dates of manufacture to be determined.
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In the gun business, the Blue Book of Gun Values is considered the authority when it comes to

establishing the value of a firearm. It is consulted with confidence by buyers, sellers, collectors, and

historians. Anthony Aeschliman, Marketing Manager --The Marlin Firearms Company

S.P. Fjestad is a worldwide recognized authority on firearms values, collecting and identification. He

has over one million copies in print.

I inherited a large collection of guns that I did not know much about. I could find some of them in this

book, but many of them I could not.......it was very confusing to me as a gun rookie. I ended up

going withÃ‚Â 2015 Standard Catalog of Firearms: The Collector's Price & Reference GuideÃ‚Â as

it shows pictures and helped me identify every single one. This might be ok for the long-time



collector, but not for a rookie!

This book is great for both a private collector and the gun dealer. The book explains very clearly

what to look for in and on the gun, explains clearly how condition is determined which might greatly

affect the gun's price and value.It also comes with pictures in the center to teach you what to look

for in terms of condition and value. The book provides several thousand guns and prices for varying

condition. Most brand are contained in the book as well as those hard to find brands and

makers.Makers are broken down into several categories so that you might search between rifles,

handguns, shotguns and varied caliber.Specialty guns are described in detail as to maker's marks,

date and special markings that might increase the guns value.I would recommend this book to any

novice buyer before purchasing a gun.I paid full price for this book.

The Blue Book of Gun Values is the best pricing of firearms that I have found. It's used by everyone.

I have brought it with me to pawn shops, guns shops, and even the flea market. I finally decided to

keep it in my truck at all times. It's saved me a lot of money. I even have friends that call me all the

time and have me to look up prices.I would like to add, that gun values vary from state to state. For

instance, a gun worth $400 here in the Southern states of America might sell more--up to a couple

hundred more in the Northern states, so it's important to keep that in mind and do further research

before buying and/or selling.I really enjoy looking through this book and learning. I highly

recommend this book even if you don't buy and sell guns as much as I do, which is all the time.

As useful as every previous version. We tried using the online version, but the book is way easier.

Which is odd for us, we prefer tech everything. Maybe in the future their online use will be more user

friendly. For now, the book is a must if you are going to do much with trading firearms.

I buy the newest edition of this book annually. It is one of the most comprehensive and accurate of

the gun value books that are out there. The one caveat that a reader has to consider is that the

prices are for retail generally and while the values are quite accurate, you should not expect to

receive that sum of money when you sell to a dealer. He/she has to make a modest profit to stay in

business and its important to keep that in mind. The book covers guns produced over a hundred

years or more, so it is one of the most valuable compendiums for collectors, dealers, sportsmen

who have several guns, as well as those who typically trade, buy, sell, and accumulate firearms for

a hobby.



Gave it as a gift to a collector friend. No feedback...another collector friend had told me about the

book and how great it was. Some folks just don't appreciate anything you do for them.

For many years now, I've relied on Fjestad's Blue Book for keeping up with the prices of firearms. It

is often referred to as the Bible of gun values and justly so. The price offered by  was nice discount.

Just what I needed to help me decide on how much insurance to buy. Good product. Reasonable

price. Fast delivery. Shop with confidence.
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